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Increasing Communication & Collaboration in your Business
Processes with NDS ERP Solutions
Communication and collaboration is incredibly important when operating in the global market. Supply
chains and sales teams are spread out, and much of a company's production and distribution is often
outsourced. This scatter of business resources has left companies struggling to find a better way. While
electronic communication or B2B has been around for years, many companies have a hodgepodge of
disparate business applications, making it difficult to communicate essential information to, let alone
collaborate with, the necessary people.
Today's business technology has tremendous power to facilitate innovation and connect and support
disparate groups of people, data, and processes. To succeed in these ever-changing market conditions,
companies must communicate and collaborate in an information network of business partners. Long
focused IT efforts on automation need to be redirected towards the ways that technology can support and
transform how decisions are made and business is conducted. With access to accurate and up-to-date
information, people across and outside the enterprise can make sound business decisions quickly.
Communication is improved, collaboration is achieved, and suppliers, customers, and partners move from
adversarial and frustrated relationships to cooperative, mutually beneficial arrangements. As collaboration
becomes the cornerstone of operations, trust among partners is established because of increased visibility.
Companies successful at communication and collaboration need software solutions enabling them to move
from connectivity to interactive services, integrate processes and procedures, and enact and enforce
policies and standards. The NDS web-based Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) solution can help. The
NDS ERP Solution increases the integrity, flexibility, insight, and efficiency of business networks by
supporting end-to-end business processes - connecting you to partners, customers, and suppliers, which
optimizes business process and increases responsiveness
Xephr, an NDS built technology, gives companies the flexibility they need to build solutions to suit their
specific business needs – and their budgets. Xephr reuses existing NDS ERP functionality, layering a light
weight application that, using business logic, pulls data from data sources and web services and formats in
an appealing way for end users. Built quickly and flexibly along specific process requirements, Xephr
delivers new functionality to increase communication and collaboration, helping the business expand, while
maintaining existing applications that provide the backbone of support to the enterprise. Collaborative
business applications are created, maintained, and used by those who need such information. Business
technology services and applications can be easily combined and recombined as new business models
and processes are created. These services can be reused, shared, and modified, for great efficiency and
ROI.
Call NDS today or visit us on the web, www.ndsapps.com, to see how our solution solves the challenges of
communicating and collaborating across the entire business enterprise.

